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The Influence of the Nonrecent Past 
in Prediction for Stochastic Processes* 
HAROLD SACKROWITZ 
Rutgers-The State University 
Communicated by E. J. Hannan 
Consider the stochastic processes Xi, Xa ,... and A,, A, ,... where the X 
process can be thought of as observations on the d process. We investigate the 
asymptotic behavior of the conditional distributions of X,, given Xi ,..., Xt 
and At, given Xi ,..., X, with regard to their dependency on the “early” part 
of the X process. These distributions arise in various time series and sequential 
decision theory problems. The results support the intuitively reasonable and 
often used (as a basic tenet of model building) assumption that only the more 
recent past is needed for near optimal prediction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate (in a probabilistic sense) the asymptotic behavior 
of conditional distributions defined on stochastic processes with regard to 
their dependency on the early part of the process. The conditional distributions 
under consideration are of the type that arise in many times series theory 
and sequential decision theory problems. The basic elements of our model 
(which will be made precise in Section 2) are two related stochastic processes 
4 ,A, ,.‘. and Xi , Xa ,... where the X process can be thought of as observations 
on the A process. We want our model to cover situations where at time t we 
have observed X1 ,..., X, and wish to estimate A, or predict either At+” or 
X t+“, v = 1, 2 )... * Once loss functions are specified for these problems the 
most general type of optimal solutions are determined by the conditional 
distributions of At+” given X1 ,..., X, and Xt+” given X1 ,..., X, , v = 0, l,... . 
In sequential decision theory the A sequence plays the role of parameters 
which effectively becomes a stochastic process when a prior distribution is 
placed on it (see Ferguson [3, Chap. 71). If the A process is thought of as a 
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stochastic dynamical system with observations given by the X process we 
obtain models such as those of filtering theory (e.g. see Jazwinski [5, Chap. 51). 
If we let Xi = Ai (i.e. no error in observations) we obtain the prediction 
problem for a single stochastic process (e.g. see Gilchrist [4, Chap. 71 for such a 
development for autoregressive and moving average processes). 
Since general solutions for completely arbitrary processes is probably an 
unrealistic goal various additional assumptions and restrictions are usually 
made. Many of the models, methods and results in times series theory is based 
on the, intuitively reasonable, notion that predictors based on the recent past 
can be used to approximate those based on the full past. Practical considerations 
often seem to demand this. In Doob [2, Chap. XII, Sect. I], as well as in other 
texts, we find that 
lim E{X,+, I -LN+, ,..., XJ = EPL+, I . . . . -JL, , X,) N-c U-1) 
with probability 1 as well as a similar result for the linear least squares predictor. 
This result, which is a direct consequence of martingale convergence, seems 
to have been the only purely theoretical attempt to justify the use of the finite 
past only. This is certainly due in part to the compelling nature of practical 
considerations. We note that (1.1) does not even imply, for example, convergence, 
as/z+ 03,of 
In this paper we investigate the actual functional dependency of the conditional 
distributions of both Xn+k+v and A,,+*+” given X1 ,..., X,,,, on X, ,..., X,, 
as k becomes large and also as both k and n become large. We study the limiting 
behavior of these conditional distributions in the probabilistic sense of (1.1). 
That is, the only important conditional distributions by time t + 1 are those 
given X, ,..., X, evaluated at the actually observed values, x1 ,..., zt of X1 ,..., X, . 
The problem cannot be attacked directly (as in establishing (1.1)) since these 
conditional distributions themselves would usually not converge in any sense 
just as EGG+y I & ,..., &> would not generally converge as t + co. 
In Section 3 we concentrate on the conditional distribution of X,,+K+u given 
X r ,..., X,+,-r and show that (for a large class of processes) the affect of any 
finite number, n, of early observations vanishes as k increases. In fact, this 
result is true for any process made up of discrete random variables. We also 
show in this section that if we make common assumptions such as stationarity 
or that we have a Markov process uniform convergence results are possible. 
The practical implication of these results is that for n sufficiently large one 
needs only some fixed (for all n) number, k, of the most recent observations 
to effectively determine the conditional distributions. The methodology requires 
the definition of a (somewhat artificial) sequential decision theory problem 
(which appears in Section 2). 
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In Section 4 we examine the conditional distribution of An+” given X1 ,..., X,, 
and get results similar to those of Section 3. 
2. DEFINITION AND NOTATION 
Let the sequence of pairs of random variables (A, , X1), (A, , X,),... have 
the following structure. The c.d.f. of ((i,,, ,..., (l,,) is denoted by G,,,, = 
Gt,&n ,..., &),form = I,..., nandn = 1, 2 ,... . The corresponding probability 
density functions (or mass functions as we will assume that all the A’s are 
continuous random variables or all discrete random variables) will be denoted 
by a,,,, = gv&, t..., h,). The conditional c.d.f. of X, ,..., X, given A, = 
h 1 ,..., (1, = X, is given by ny=,F(x, 1 hi) for some F(. 1 a). We note that the 
XI , x2 ,**- are conditionally (on II, , n 2 ,...) independent. The notation h.(.) 
and h.l.(. 1 -) will be used to denote the (unconditional or conditional respec- 
tively) density function or probability mass function (depending upon whether 
we are dealing with continuous or discrete random variables) of the random 
variables which appear as subscripts. For example, h,+ *,..., Xn,An+l(~l 1 x2 ,. . . , 
x, , X,,,) would be the conditional density function (or probability mass function) 
of the random variable X1 given X, = x, ,. .., X, = x, , II,,, = Xnfl evaluated 
at x1 . H.(.) and H.i.(. 1 .) will b e used to denote the c.d.f.‘s corresponding 
to h.(s) and h.l.(* 1 .) respectively. We will suppress the subscript portion of 
the h and H notation whenever we feel that the intended random variables 
are clear. Throughout the paper we will have to be careful to distinguish between 
random variables and their realizations. For example, h(xn 1 X1 ,..., X&, 
would be used to denote the conditional probability function of X, = x, 
given X, ,..., X,+, but evaluated at the random points X1 ,..., X,,-, , i.e. here 
h(xn 1 X1 ,..., X,) is a random variable. 
Although it is somewhat artificial we will find it quite useful to define the 
following decision theory problems. In what we shall call the “(m, n) problem,” 
at time it we have observed X, ,..., X,+, only. The true values h, ,..., h,-, that 
A 1 ,“‘, /1,-, have taken on are unknown and play the role of parameters. We 
wish to predict U(X,) with respect to mean square error loss. With Gm,n-l 
playing the role of a prior distribution, the Bayes rule (best estimate in this 
case) is ~3,~ ,(X, ,..., X,-J = E(U(X,) 1 X, ,..., X,-J. We let R(n - m, n) = 
worn ” -‘XJ2} denote the Bayes risk of the Bayes rule for the “(m, n) problem.” 
An in&oduction to Bayes estimation may be found in [7, Chap. VII, Sect. 71. 
3. THE CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF Xn+k+v GIVEN X, ,..., X,+,-, 
It is notationally simpler to study the case of Y = 0 and then remark on 
the modifications necessary to extend the results to arbitrary v. 
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We will at times make the following two convenient assumptions concerning 
the X process each of which is easily satisfied in realistic situations. First (we 
sometimes) will ask that there exists a B such that 
h(%+, I %I ,-em, Xn+k-1) Q B < 02 (3-l) 
for all x, ,... x,,, , n = 1, 2 ,... . This condition is met, for example, if the 
X process is discrete or if Xi given Ai is a continuous random variable with 
bounded density function f(x ) A) as h(~*+~ ) x, ,..., x,+~-J = I@(%,+, ] 
A n+k > xrz Y-*-J xn+k--l) 1 Xn P...Y xn+k-ll = E[f(%+k 1 An+,) 1 %I Y.-S> %+k-11. The 
second condition, although also mild, is truly (as we shall see in example 3.1) 
at the crux of Theorem 3.1. Here we ask that if A belongs to the Bore1 a-field 
generated by X, , X,,, a** then 
P(A) = 0 implies 
P(A 1 x, = x1 )...) x,-, = X,-l) = 0 
(3.2) 
for every x1 ,..., x,-~ for which h(x, ,..., x,-r) > 0. This is not much to ask 
of any realistic problem. Since 
P(A) = .v(A I Xl ,***, -J&4)) (3.3) 
Eq. (3.2) must hold for almost all X, ,..., X,-r anyway. The following three 
simple lemmas demonstrate the mildness of (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.1. If XI ,..., X,,+, are (marginally) discrete random variables then 
(3.2) holds. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from (3.3). 
LEMMA 3.2. i-f (1, ,..., A,,-, are discrete random variables then (3.2) holds. 
Proof. 0 = P(A) = E{P(A 1 A, ,..., A,-1)> implies (with discreteness) 
P(A 1 A, = x, )..., A,-, = A,-r) = 0 for every A, ,..., A,-, for which 
44 ,..., A,-,) > 0. But 
PM I Xl ,‘.., -cl-,) = E(P(A I Xl ,**., -&a-, , A,, . . . . A&-J I XI ,.**, X,-II 
= E{P(A 14 ,***, 4n-I> I Xl >-**, -G-J 
(3.4) 
for any event A on (X, , X,,, ,...). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A, ,..., A,-, be jointly continuous random variables for each 
m = 2, 3,... . If F(x 1 A) is such that the conditional distributions of A, ,..., A,-, 
given X, ,..., X,-, are also continuous then (3.2) holds. 
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Proof. P(A) = 0 implies P(A 1 A, ,..., A,-1) = 0 as. relative to Lebesgue 
measure as A, ,..., A,-, are continuous. Since the conditional distributions 
are also continuous the desired result follows from (3.4). 
THEOREM 3.1. If  (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, then 
qxn,, I Xl ,..., &,k-1) - 4-G+, I 42 ,**-> Xn+K-1) yJz+ 0 
as. for any fixed n = 1, 2 ,... . 
Proof. 
GL,, I Xl >-**, X,+,-1) - 4-G+, I -K& j-*.7 -K&+,-A 
(35) 
= h(Xn+, I xz ,***, -G-l I -%a 9***> xn+rc> xn+k-l) [h::.,x,-, 1 x, ,..., x,+,-,) - 11. (3.6) 
as 
4X, ,..., X,-l I & Y-*-I -&I+,) h(X,+, I 4 ,.-.> -%a+,-,) 
4X, 9..-, Xn-, I & , . . ., -&+,-1) = h(Xn+, I -G , . . -2 X,+,-J ’ 
(3.7) 
Let us, for the moment, fix xf ,..., x:-1 and define the random variables Zj = 
h($ ,..., x:-r / X, ,..., Xn+J,j = 1, 2 ,..., and 2 = h(xf ,..., xL1 1 X, , X,,, ,... ). 
Then E{I 2 I} = h(xf ,..., x$J < 03 and E{Z I X, ,..., X,,} = Zj . It now 
follows from Corollary 5.22 of Breiman [1] (Yi in Breiman is our X,+J that 
Zj --+a. Z. That is, for every fixed xf ,..., x:-r , the sequence 
h(x;,..., x:-l I X+J, 4x,*, . . . . 4-l I Xn , %+A... (34 
is a martingale having h(x$,..., x,“-~ I X, , X,,, ,...) as its almost sure limit. 
We now consider the events 
and 
A = {(xl, x2 ,... ): $z h(x, ,..., x,-l I x, ,..., x,+k-1) 
- 4x1 ,a-., x,-l I x, I..., x,,,) # 01 
A(x,:..., x,:,) = {(xl: . . . . x,:, , x, ,... ):b,li h(x,: . . . . x:, I x, ,..., ix,+& 
- h(xl*,..., xi-., I x, , . . . . xn+k) # 01. 
By the martingale result above we know that P(A($,..., x&J) = 0 for any 
fixed x:,..., xz-r and by (3.2) P(A(x;*,..., x;J I Xl = x1” ,..., X,, = x;-J = 0 
for each fixed XT ,..., x&r . Therefore 
P(A) = W(A I X, ,..-, -%a-,)) 
= E(P(A(X, ,..., X,-J I X, ,..., X,-,)) = 0. 
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We next turn our attention to the event 
B = {(x1 , x2 ,... ): h(x, ,..., X,-l 1 x, , x,+1 ,...) = 0). 
By the nature of B, P(B) = E{P(B 1 X, , X,,, ,...)} = 0. It now follows that 
Using this in (3.6), the proof is completed by use of (3.1). 
COROLLARY 3.1. If (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, then for any bounded, 
measurable function lJ( -) and any fixed n = 1,2,. . . 
almost surely. 
Proof. Say 1 V(a)] < A4 < co. 
Let 
Now we may write (CL denotes either Lebesgue measure or an appropriate 
counting measure) 
I W(-G+,) I Xl 9***, -K,k-1) - wvn,,) I -%I 2*-*> -%+74~l 
GM SI 
h(xn+k: I X,x >...> -&+,-I) 
A h(x,+l, I Xl >..-> &+,I) 
- 1 h(xn+l, I -5 s..-, X,+,-J d,+n+d 
(3.11) 
+ M j-A. h(x,+l, I 4 ,-.-, X,+,-I) dx,+k 
+ M s,. h(x,+k I -%a+, >..., -%a+,-,) 44xn+A (3.12) 
where A = A(X, ,..., X,+,-,). 
The first term in (3.12) is of course bounded above by MC. Let 
By (3.7) and (3.9) P(A$,) -+ 0 as K -+ co. But 
I’(&) = E{P(X,+, E AC(& ,..., X,+,-d I Xl ,..., &+~-l)h 
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so that 
fwa,, E 4(X, ,..., X,+7+1) I Xl,***, &+?c-1) 
= s h(~,+~ I Xl 9-y Xn+k-l) 44x,+k) Q 0 a.s. (3.13) 
AC 
This takes care of the second term in (3.12). Lastly we see that 
- l - s, [e ) 2 ::::: X,+,-J xn 7c-1) - l+ 1
< 1 - (1 - E) jA 4x,+, I Xi ,..., X,+,-i) M%+k) W E a-s. bY (3.13). 
Since the limit as li -+ co of (3.11) is <2Mc for any E > 0 and almost all 
sequences Xi , X, ,..., the proof is complete. 
The necessity of a condition like (3.2) is demonstrated by the following 
example (suggested by R. Berk). 
COUNTEREXAMPLE (without (3.2)). Let Xi give complete information on Ai , 
that is, Xi = Ai , i = 1, 2 ,... . The A process is defined as follows: A, , (1, ,... 
are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with P(A, = 0) = P(A, = 1) = 4, and 
A, = CL, /&(&)“-i. In this case P(X, = 1 1 Xe = x2 ,..., X,-i = x,-i) = $ 
for all x2 ,..., x,-i whereas P(X, = 1 / Xi = xi ,..., X,-i = x,-i) will always 
be either 0 or 1 as Xi = xi determines X, uniquely. 
Both Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 actually depend only slightly on the 
particular A, X model under consideration. In fact, if we take P(X, = h / 
di = A) = 1 we can show, for example that (3.5) and (3.10) hold for any 
discrete stochastic process Xi , X, ,... . However the uniformity results which 
follow do depend heavily on the A, X structure. From a practical standpoint 
the uniform convergence results are of greater importance (though less general) 
than the above results. The above results imply that, as k increases, any fixed 
number of early observations become unimportant. However, in what follows 
the implication is that only some finite number of the last observations are 
needed. This has always been an intuitively reasonable notion. 
THEOREM 3.2. If the A process is (strict sense) stationary then for any bounded 
measurable function lJ(x,+J 
b-2 Pw&+k) I xl >***9 -L+*-11 - w4&+,) I Xl 9*-*> &+?d = 0 
in quadratic mean uniformly is n. 
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Proof. Let U(x) be any bounded measurable function and consider the 
problem of trying to predict U&X,+,) at time tt + K using X, ,..., X,,+,., . 
The loss will be squared error so that the Bayes rule is E{U(X,+,) 1 XI ,..., 
X,+,-,}. For the related “(n, tz + K) problem” as defined in Section 2 the 
Bayes rule is E(U(X,+,) 1 X,, . . . X n+k--l}. Let R(K, tr + k) denote the Bayes 
risk of the Bayes rule at time n+ K for this “(n, n + K) problem” for K = 1 2 . . . 
and n =: 1 2 . . . . The stationarity of the A process implies the following rela- 
tionships 
R(k, k) = R(k, n + k) all k = 1, 2 ,..., and n = 1, 2 ,... . (3.14) 
R(k + 1 k + 1) < R(k k + 1) = R(k, k) all k = 1,2 ,... . (3.15) 
We note that (3.15) implies that the full model prediction problem actually 
gets easier as time goes on in the sense that R(2,2) 3 R(3, 3) > **.. The 
R(k, k) then converge to some R > 0. We remark that R(2,2) < CO as U(e) 
is bounded and one could always use U(X,+,-,) to predict U(X,+,). We now 
consider 
w-v-vn,,) I xn ,***t &,k-II - wwl,,) I Xl 7***> -G+,-IN” 
= WW4&+,) I -G t---, XMAI + EFYx~+& 
- JVV,,,,)~ + -WaM-K+~) I XI ,-.., xn+,-2) 
- 2WVVn+,) I xn ,e--> xn+,-2 EVJGG,,) I X, p-.-, &+,-31 
= R(k, n + k) - R(n + k, n + k) (3.16) 
as first conditioning on X, , . . . . X,+,-, shows the cross product term to be equal 
--2-W{U(&+,) I & ,..., X,+,-,}}. Using (3.14) and (3.15) we find that 
R(k, n +- k) - R(n + k, n + k) = R(k, k) - R(n + k, n + k) < R(k, k) - R 
which can be made arbitrarily small for k sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a Markov process with homogeneous transition 
distributions. If A is ergodic such that there exists ag$) such that g,JA)/g,$) + 1 
un+rmly in A, then for any bounded measurable function U(.) 
;z W%Tz+,) I -%a ,...> &+?c-1) - JwFn,,) I Xl >*-.> -G+*-111 = 0 (3.17) 
in quadratic mean utu~ormly in n. 
Proof. The following is equivalent to (3.17). 
$2 I E(E2{U(-G+,) I X, ,...t xn,,,) - ECW WG,,) I 4 >. . > -%+,A) I = 0 
(3.18) 
683/9/z-4 
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uniformly in n. To show (3.18) we need establish a few facts. Let D(r,..., t) = 
Jww(-&) I 4 ,*-*, X,-d>. 
(I) By Corollary 3.1, given E > 0, and n > 1, there exists a K*(n, E) 
such that for K > K*(n, E) 
I D(n,..., n + h) - D(l,..., n + R)I < c. 
(II) Since (3.18) is really just a difference in minimum Bayes risks based 
on different sample sizes (as can be seen through a computation similar to (3.16)) 
D(r,..., t) > D(s,..., t) 
for all T < s Q t. Thus if we let 
D;(k) = sup~D(n,..., n + It) 
then D;G(l) 2 D;(2) > a** -+ D$ for some D$ > 0. 
(III) For any fixed x,“,..., $ we can write 
E{U(x,,,) I x, = x1*,..., -&k-l = 4 
= .f.f u(xk+l) h(xl*- ‘,** xk+l 1 5) &&l) +(h) &k+l 
Sh(x:,..., xc I AlI &*,W 44J 
(where p is either Lebesgue measure or an appropriate counting measure) 
as the conditional distribution of X, ,..., X,,, given A,, is independent of n 
for anym = 0, l,... - SincegnAV = Cgn.n(4/g&)l g&9 ad knAWm(~)l + 1 
as n -+ 00 uniformly in X it follows that 
I w-J(xn+,) I -%I = &.., -%a+,-, = $1 
- Ec&J(&+l) I 4 = x1*,.-., & = x,81 z 0 (3.19) 
uniformly in (x1*,..., xz) and where the notation Eg, means the expectation 
has been computed as if g, was the initial density for the A process (i.e. 
g&4) = g,(X)). By the boundedness of U, (3.19) implies 
- E;JU(Xk+l) 1 Xl = Xc,..., X, = X:)1 = 0 (3.20) 
uniformly in (.x1*,..., xi). Similarly we can show that for any bounded W( **a) < M 
l&E(W(X, ,..., x,,k-l>> = EsmW(X, Y.‘., xk)) 
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uniformly in n and W. This together with (3.20) implies that given any c > 0 
there exists an N(c) such that for n > N(E) 
I D(n,..., n + 4 - D(W,..., N(E) + 4 < l 
for all K = 1, 2,... . 
(IV) By II, and III there exists a K(N(e)) such that n > N(E) and R > 
K(N(c)) implies 
I W,..., n + k) - 0; 1 < 2~. 
Now we take k > max(K*(l, G),..., K*(N(c), l ), K(N(e))). Then if n < N(e) 
I D(n,..., n + k) - D(l,..., tz + k)I < E 
by I. However if 1 > N(c), then 
I W,..., n + k) - D(l,..., rr + R)I 
< I D(+., n + k) - D&,, I + I D&e) - %+, W) + 41 
+ I W,..., N(c) + k) - D(l,..., n + k)I < 3~ 
which completes the proof. 
Similar results are possible for the conditional distribution of X,,,, given 
X 1 ,..., X,+,-r. By replacing X,,,, with (X,,, ,..., X,,+k+v) in Theorem 3.1 
and Corollary 3.1 we can, in fact, obtain analogous results for the entire joint 
conditional distribution of X,,, ,..., X,,, given X, ,..., X,+,-r. To extend 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we need only replace X,,, with X,,, and redefine 
the “(Pz, n) problem” to predict U(X,,) at time n. In fact, in Theorem 3.2, 
we can take U(e) to be any (marginally) square integrable function defined, 
at time n, on all of X,,, , X,,, ,... . 
4. THE CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF A,, GIVBN X,,...,X, 
Except for Theorem 4.2 where we note the occurrence of a martingale reversed 
sequence we will merely state the necessary modifications of the work of Section 3 
to get results similar to those in Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.1. If tke A process is (strict sense) stationary then for any bounded 
ntawable function U(An+J 
in quadratic mean uniformly in It. 
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Proof. The proof is exactly that of Theorem 3.2 with An+k replacing X,,, . 
THEOREM 4.2. If A is a Ma&v process and if (3.2) is satisfied and 
hAt+,lA,(A 1 A,) < B < co, t = I,2 ,..., then for each Jixed n 
!jz [h(&+~ I X, ,..., Xn+,-1) - Wn+k I Xn , . . . > X,+,-d = 0 as. (4.1) 
Proof, 
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that h(X, ,..., X,.-r I X,, ,..., X,,,) 
converges as. to h(X, ,..., X,-, 1 X, , X,,, ,...) which is a.s. non-zero. Un- 
fortunately h(x, ,..., xn-r I X, ,..., X,,, , An+k) is not a martingale. However 
if A is a Markov process 
h(xl*,..., $2, I -G 9.. *, xl,, , A&+,) 
= h(xl*,..., 4-l I x72 2 x,+1 ,-*-7 4+k, -%a+,+, ,.-f 
a.s. . Now for any fixed x1” ,..., x:-r it is not difficult to establish that h(xT,..., x:-r I 
X,, Xn+l ,..., A,+k, -h+k+l ,...), 4x1*,..., XL I -G , -G+, ,..., k+k+l),... is a 
martingale reversed sequence (Loeve [6, pp. 388, 3961) with a.s. limit (and 
nearest closing random variable) h(x:,..., x$-r I X, , X,,, ,...). The remainder 
of the proof would now follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, fw any bounded 
measurable function U(a) and any Jixed n = 1,2,..., 
almost surely. 
Proof. The proof is essentially that of Corollary 3.1 with Anfk taking the 
place of X,,, . 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a Markov process with homogeneous transition 
‘distributi~. IfA is ergodic such that there &ists ag&) such that g&h)/g&) - 1 
uniformly in A, then for any bounded measurable function U(e) 
in quadratic mean uniformly in n. 
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Proof. The proof is that of Theorem 3.3 with X,,,, replaced by An+k and 
X,,+,-, replaced by X,,, . 
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